A FINAL WORD!

The following five columns are made up from reports from the daily papers showing, on the one hand the tremendous enthusiasm and crowds which greet the Socialist speakers, and on the other hand the apathy which reigns in the ranks of the old party voters. Politicians are alarmed at the rapid threadse being made. There is enough enthusiasm in these five columns to make every Socialist redouble his efforts between now and election. Remember, it will be four years before another such opportunity presents itself to strike a blow for freedom.

SOCIALISM HAS GREAT GROWTH.

Remarkable Feature of the Campaign in This County is the Strength of the Socialists.

Winona (W. Va.) Daily News.

The remarkable feature of the present campaign in this county is the strength of the Socialists, and the politicians of both parties are fully alive to the fact that the Socialists are making great headway. The Democratic candidates in the field are thus far considered the strongest; the Republicans are falling behind. The Socialists are making great headway, and the politicians are fully alive to the fact that the Socialists are making great headway.

More than 5000 people were seated in the hall, which was crowded beyond capacity.

SPILLBINDERS AND PARADES

No Longer Stir the West.

Residents of the Rural Districts Are Better Informed and Cannot be Led Away — Growth of Socialism Notable Feature.

The following are the reports of the Socialist candidates for the various offices in the United States, as published in the daily papers:

Growth of Socialism.

New York Post.

The most striking feature of the campaign is the remarkable growth of the Socialist party. In every state, the organization backed by the Socialist party is working with greater strength and efficiency. The Socialist party is in control of the growth of the party in the state. The Socialist party is in control of the growth of the party in the state. The Socialist party is in control of the growth of the party in the state.

SUPREME COURT OF THE REPUBLICANS.

Washington Post.

The Supreme Court of the Republicans is in control of the growth of the party in the state. The Supreme Court of the Republicans is in control of the growth of the party in the state. The Supreme Court of the Republicans is in control of the growth of the party in the state.
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We Offer $1,000
For a Disease Germ that Liquazone Can't Kill.

On every bottle of Liquazone we offer a prize of $1,000. We do this to enable you to test Liquazone for yourself and be convinced of its power to stop the growth of disease germs.

And it is the only way known to stop disease germs. Liquazone is absolutely free of all harmful side effects and is safe to use. It stops the growth of disease germs in a few hours after the application.

Germ Diseases.

These are the diseases caused by the growth of disease germs, which are of several types, each of which causes a different illness. Liquazone is the only way to stop the growth of disease germs, which is the cause of all diseases.

50c. Bottle Free.

If you need Liquazone, and have heard that it is the only way to stop the growth of disease germs, get a bottle of Liquazone right now and try it on yourself for a month. If it does not stop the growth of disease germs, send us back the bottle and we will give you your money back.

We guarantee that Liquazone will stop the growth of disease germs in 90 days or your money back.

CUT OUT THIS COUPON

We guarantee that Liquazone will stop the growth of disease germs in 90 days or your money back.

FREE TRUCKS
FIGURES THAT MAKE THE ARMY SMILE.

There is no allusion about being able to buy or sell your soldier's enemies, but the fact is that these enemy nations are more or less subject to the same influences as are the citizens of the United States. The fact is that the enemy nations are more or less subject to the same influences as are the citizens of the United States. These influences are more or less subject to the same influences as are the citizens of the United States. These influences are more or less subject to the same influences as are the citizens of the United States.

MAY BEAT FUND.

The Army of the United States is in a position to handle its own business, and it is not necessary for the people to be afraid of the Army. The Army is in a position to handle its own business, and it is not necessary for the people to be afraid of the Army. The Army is in a position to handle its own business, and it is not necessary for the people to be afraid of the Army.

A WHIRLWIND CAMPAIGN.

That Goes On Every Day in the Year—The Army That Never Rests—Always on the Flying Line.

The Army is in a position to handle its own business, and it is not necessary for the people to be afraid of the Army. The Army is in a position to handle its own business, and it is not necessary for the people to be afraid of the Army. The Army is in a position to handle its own business, and it is not necessary for the people to be afraid of the Army.

NUTRITO
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